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Abstract: This paper presents results of experimental investigation focused on freeze-thaw 
durability of fiber-reinforced lime-based mortars. Evolution of structural deterioration and frost 
resistance were evaluated using non-destructive testing (resonance method). In this study, we 
consider two types of lime-based matrices (pure lime, lime-metakaolin) and two types of polyvinyl 
alcohol fibers in several volume fractions. The results showed that the resistance against the frost 
depends mainly on the matrix type and on the amount of fibers. 
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1 Introduction 

Lime mortars were widely used in the past for construction of buildings and monuments. Nowadays, 
lime-based materials are required for restoration of ancient structures due to compatibility with the original 
ones [1]. However, these materials can be often characterized by slow setting, high shrinkage, low strength 
and low deformation capacity [2]. Therefore, it is necessary to develop new materials, which overcome these 
drawbacks. For example, fiber reinforcement can improve behavior of a mortar under tensile loading, 
especially when the damage appears. Our intention is to systematically design the microstructure of high-
performance fiber-reinforced lime-based mortar, so that imposed deformation does not localize into a single 
crack as in conventional mortars, but thanks to fiber reinforcement the mortar exhibits tensile strain-
hardening behavior and cracking in the form of large amount of fine cracks (multiple cracking) [3]. 
Therefore, the mortar retains its macroscopic integrity under relatively high imposed deformations (for 
example due to volume changes, seismicity, etc.) and exhibits improved durability. The main objective of 
this work is to clarify freeze-thaw durability of developed mortars. 

2 Materials and Specimens Preparation 

The proposed mortars consisted of lime-based matrix and fiber reinforcement. Individual components 
were selected so as to meet criteria for multiple cracking and other desired mechanical properties [3, 4]. 
In order to ensure appropriate fiber-matrix interaction, fine grained filler represented by quartz sand with 
maximum particle size 0.3 mm was selected (manufactured by Sklopísek Střeleč, a.s.). The binder was 
represented by hydrated air lime powder Čerťák class CL 90 (made by Čertovy schody a.s.) and eventually 
by metakaolin Mephisto L05 (made by ČLUZ s.r.o.), which was employed especially for improvement of 
tensile strength of the matrix. Fiber reinforcement was represented by two types of polyvinyl alcohol fibers 
REC 15×12 and RSC 15×8 (both made by Kuraray Company, Ltd.) with different length (8 mm, 12 mm) and 
surface coating (REC fibers are coated by oil treatment leading to reduction fiber-matrix bond strength).  

Ratios of individual components of the matrix were optimized with regard to the desired mechanical 
properties (tensile strength, fracture energy) as well as to workability of a fresh mixture [5]. Binder to 
aggregate mass ratio was equal to 1:3, mass ratio of lime and metakaolin to 3:1 (in lime-metakaolin mortars) 
and water ratio to 0.3 (calculated as ratio of weight of water and all dry ingredients). 



 

With regard to the results of previous research [4, 6], this experiment was performed only on 4 
configurations of the composition: pure lime mortar reinforced with 2.0% of RSC fibers (labeled as LS20), 
lime-metakaolin mortar reinforced with 2.0% of RSC fibers (LMS20) and lime-metakaolin mortar reinforced 
with REC fibers in volume fraction of 1.0% (LME10) and 2.0% (LME20). From each proposed mixture, a 
set of 6 prisms with dimensions 40×40×160 mm were prepared. Before testing, they were stored in 
laboratory conditions (i.e. temperature 20÷25°C and relative humidity 50÷60%) for approximately 2 years. 

3 Methodology and Testing Set-Up 

The investigation of frost resistance and structural deterioration of specimens was performed using 
adopted methodology defined in ČSN 72 2452 with non-destructive testing (resonance method) [7].  

3.1 Resonance Method 

This method can be used for determination of dynamic characteristics of tested materials. It is especially 
appropriate for homogeneous and isotropic materials, however, it can be used for heterogeneous materials 
like mortars and pastes as well [8]. The specimen is placed in horizontal position supported in the middle of 
its span. Excitation of vibrations is provided by impact hammer on one side of the specimens (in longitudinal 
direction), while the acceleration transducer is attached on the opposite side. The dynamic modulus of 
elasticity can be calculated for the specimen with a continuously distributed mass and free-free boundary 
conditions from the longitudinal vibration as: 
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where L is the length of the specimen, m is the mass of the specimen, b and h are the cross-sectional 
dimensions. The first fundamental longitudinal resonant frequency fI was evaluated by means of Bruel&Kjær 
device and PULSE Reflex software from signals of the applied force and the acceleration, which were 
transformed using Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) to Frequency Response Function (FRF). 

3.2 Investigation of Freeze-Thaw Durability 

Before testing, specimens were saturated with water by immersion in bath for 24 hours. Each freeze-thaw 
cycle consisted of freezing at -20±3°C for 4 hours and free thawing at 20±3°C for 2 hours. All dimensions 
and weight of specimens were measured and dynamic modulus of elasticity Edyn was evaluated using non-
destructive testing before testing itself and after each 2 freeze-thaw cycles. Moreover, monitoring of visual 
aspect of specimens was performed. Testing was terminated when the value of Edyn decreased below the 75% 
of initial value [7]. 

4 Results and Conclusions 

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of dynamic modulus of tested mortars, while Fig. 2 shows the visual aspects of 
specimens at the end of testing. 

In the case of pure lime mortar reinforced with 2.0% of RSC fibers, the dynamic modulus dropped below 
the limit value immediately after 2 freeze-thaw cycles. However, the specimens were compact without any 
visible damage (cracking, spalling of corners, etc.). After another several freeze-thaw cycles, some crack 
developed in specimens (Fig. 2a), but they were still compact thanks to the fiber reinforcement. 



 

The lime-metakaolin mortars exhibited higher initial value of the dynamic modulus than pure lime 
mortar, which confirms that these mortars are stiffer thanks to the addition of metakaolin. In the case of lime-
metakaolin mortar reinforced with 2.0% of RSC fibers, the dynamic modulus was equal to the limit value 
after 2 freeze-thaw cycles and the specimens were compact without any visible damage. After 6 freeze-thaw 
cycles, the value dropped below the limit value, but the specimens were still compact without any visible 
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Fig. 1: Evolution of dynamic modulus of elasticity 

      
(a) LS20     (b) LMS20 

      
(c) LME10     (d) LME20 

Fig. 2: Visual aspect of tested specimens (at the end of the experiment) 



 

damage. After 9 freeze-thaw cycles, the value of dynamic modulus was similar as previous value and the 
visual aspect did not change (Fig. 2b). In the case of lime-metakaolin mortar reinforced with 2.0% of REC 
fibers, the results were similar as the previous ones. The best results were achieved for the lime-metakaolin 
mortar reinforced with REC fibers in volume fraction of 1.0%. The value of dynamic modulus did not drop 
below the limit value during the testing in 10 cycles and the visual aspect was similar to the initial one 
(Fig. 2c). 

5 Conclusions 

The freeze-thaw durability of lime-based mortars reinforced with synthetic fibers in two volume fractions 
was experimentally investigated. The results revealed that the pure lime mortar suffered from temperature 
changes and after 2 cycles the value of dynamic modulus dropped below the limit value, however, the 
specimens were compact thanks to fiber reinforcement. In the case of lime-metakaolin mortar, the values of 
dynamic modulus of elasticity were generally higher. The results revealed that the evolution of the dynamic 
modulus of elasticity was similar for both types of polyvinyl alcohol fibers in the same volume fraction. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the amount of fibers influenced the durability more than their type. 
The best results were not achieved for maximum considered volume fraction of 2.0%, but for the volume 
fraction of 1.0%. This conclusion is consistent with the results of mechanical tests [4, 6]. 
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